Sean Farrell, Wiltshire & District Cat Club 2nd July 2016
AC GrPr Burmese Neuter Male:
Imp, Marshall's GRCH & GRPR MILLGILL KHUNGFU KHAT (Bur b) (28/4/14. MN)
Gently rounded top of head between medium sized ears of good shape and set. Medium
wedge blunt at the muzzle. Distinct nose break. Very slightly long straight nose to tip.
Medium depth to the level chin. Large and lustrous pale chartreuse eyes of good shape
and set well apart. Medium sized body of good weight. Neat oval paws on slender and
proportionate legs. Straight tail with a rounded tip, fairly good length to balance. The
chocolate coat is fairly short, fine and close lying with a satin like texture. Good nature.
AC Non-Pedigree Master Cat Male:
GMC, Grenville-Payne's MC LEO, 19 months old, SH Ginger & White male neuter with
presence. Not over happy but quite handleable. Lovely pale green eyes. White on neck,
chest and lower feet. Pencil lines on cheeks and a lovely pattern over the head and down
the sides of the body. Rings on tail. Soft and luxurious coat which was well prepared.
Good size and weight.
AC Non-Pedigree Master Cat Female:
GMC, Grenville-Payne's MC LUNA, 3 year old, SLH Ginger female, a little nervous but
well behaved. Coat looks lovely and well groomed. Nice head markings with large green
eyes to compliment the look. Facial lines on cheeks. Fine coat with a luxurious feel to it.
Large body and bone structure. Tail length balances nicely with the body. Legs and paws
proportionate to body size. Looks lovely.
Bengal Brown Spotted Adult Male:
CC, Cosford's SUNSTORM TRIBAL PRINT (Ben n 24) (23/3/15. M)
Long, sleek, medium-large sized body with strong legs and large rounded paws. Medium
length tail, thick and even, carried low, with a dark rounded tip, hint of curvature to last
tail bone. Short-medium length coat, soft and luxurious texture denseness developing.
Very distinct pattern, two toned rosettes and spots on a golden rufus ground colour.
Whisker pads, chin and specs in pale white colour. Pencil lines on cheeks and vertical
streaks over the top of the head. Rings on the tail and clear spots on the tummy. Broken
lines and spots on legs down to the toes. Broad medium wedge with rounded contours
and high cheek bones. The head is correctly small in proportion to the body and longer
than it is wide. Gentle curve from the forehead to the bridge of the nose and a slight
concave curve in profile. Large, broad nose, puffed leather. Good depth to the firm
rounded chin. Thick neck. Slightly large ears of good shape and set following the outer
contours of the head. Green, full almond shaped eyes slanted towards the base of the ear.
Bengal Brown Spotted Adult Female:
Entered for Bob only
Bob,O'Neill's CH NEVAEH EVERSO-PRETTY (Ben n 24) (12/6/11. F)
Lovely temperament. Lovely sized body with strong legs and large rounded paws.
Medium length tail, thick and even, carried low, dark rounded tip, balances nicely.
Short-medium length coat, soft and luxurious texture and some denseness evident.

Distinct pattern. Pencil lines on cheeks and vertical streaks over the top of the head.
Rings on the tail and clear spots on the tummy. Broken lines and spots on legs down to
the toes. Broad medium wedge. The head is small in proportion to the body and longer
than wide. Large, broad nose with puffed leather. Good firm rounded chin. Ears of good
shape and set following the outer contours of the head. Green, almond shaped eyes good
shape and set.
Bengal Brown Spotted Kitten:
1st & Bob, Cosford's JASIRI RISING SUN (BEN n24) (14/2/16. M)
Excellent temperament to this lovely young lad. Long, sleek, medium-large sized body
with strong legs and large rounded paws. Medium length tail, thickness developing,
carried low, with a dark rounded tip, balances nicely. Short-medium length coat, has a
soft and luxurious texture. Distinct pattern, two toned rosettes and spots on a golden rufus
ground colour. Whisker pads, chin and specs in pale white colour. Pencil lines on cheeks
and vertical streaks over the top of the head. Rings on the tail and clear spots on the
tummy. Broken lines and spots on legs down to the toes. Broad medium wedge with
rounded contours and high cheek bones. The head is correctly small in proportion to the
body and longer than wide. Gentle curve from the forehead to the bridge of the nose and
a slight concave curve in profile. Large, broad nose, puffed leather. Good depth to the
firm rounded chin. Thick neck. Large ears of good shape, following the outer contours of
the head. Green full almond shaped eyes slanted towards the base of the ear.
2nd, Robinson's JAEGER ECLIPSE (Ben n 24) (14/3/16. F)
Lovely natured young girl. The head is correctly small in proportion to the body and
longer than it’s width. Fairly broad medium wedge. Broad nose and puffed leather.
Concave curve from the forehead to the bridge of the nose. Firm rounded chin. Ears of
good shape and set following the outer contours of the head. Green almond shaped eyes, I
would prefer a little more open. Medium sized body, long and with proportionately
strong muscular legs and large rounded paws. Tail of medium length to balance, carried
low, with a dark tip. Short-medium length coat, luxurious feel to it. Random spots and
rosettes clearly defined. Spots on tummy and rings on tail. Spots and stripes on legs down
to the toes.
Bengal Snow Marbled Kitten:
1st & Bob, Cosford's JASIRI ALI BABA (ben n 22 33) (26/3/16. M)
Very talkative with a lovely nature. Marble pattern which is different on both sides.
Broad wedge with rounded contours and high cheek bones. The head is small in
proportion to the body and longer than it's width. Gentle curve from the forehead to the
bridge of the nose. Pale blue eyes, good shape and set, slanted towards the base of the
ear. The body was a good size, strong muscular legs with rounded paws. Tail of good
length to balance, rings on the tail with a dark rounded tip, already quite thick. Very well
defined, spots on tummy. ‘M’ on the forehead, pencil lines on the cheeks and vertical
streaks over the top of the head.
Bengal Snow Spotted Kitten Male:
1st, Niedopytalski's ZAWADI GHIBLI (Ben n 24 33) (25/12/15. M)

The head is correctly small in proportion to the body and longer than it’s width. Broad
medium wedge. Large, broad nose, puffed leather. Broad muzzle. Gentle concave curve
from the forehead to the bridge of the nose. Good depth to the firm rounded chin.
Medium size ears, of good shape and set following the outer contours of the head. Full
almond shaped eyes slanted towards the base of the ear, pale in colour with a hint of blue.
Medium sized long body with strong muscular legs and large rounded paws. Thick tail
which has a dark tip and is carried low. Short-medium coat luxurious. Good random
spots. Spots on tummy and rings on tail. Spots and stripes on legs down to the toes.
Bengal Snow Spotted Kitten Female:
1st & Bob, O'Neill & Finch's ZAWDAI LEOPARDSTAR (Ben n 24 33) (25/12/15. F)
Quite a stunning young lady with a wonderful temperament. The head is small in
proportion to the body and longer than it’s width. Fairly broad medium wedge. Broad
nose and puffed leather. Good muzzle. Gentle concave curve from the forehead to the
bridge of the nose. Firm rounded chin. Ears of good shape and set following the outer
contours of the head. Pale blue almond shaped eyes. Medium sized body, long and with
proportionately strong muscular legs and large rounded paws. Tail of medium length,
quite thick and even, carried low, with a dark tip. Short-medium length coat, luxurious.
Random spots. Spots on tummy and rings on tail. Spots and stripes on legs down to the
toes.
Chocolate Burmese Adult Male:
1st cc & Bob, Quick's NADIKAT'S MERYEM XTASKIA (27b) (28/4/14. M)
Excellent temperament. Gently rounded top of head between medium-large sized ears of
good shape and set. Short blunt wedge. Distinct nose break, short straight nose to tip.
Medium depth to the level chin. Large lustrous yellow eyes of good shape and set.
Medium sized body of good weight. Neat oval paws on slender and proportionate legs.
Straight tail, short to balance. The lovely chocolate coat is short, fine and close lying with
a lovely silky texture.
Chocolate Burmese Adult Female:
1st & cc, Ponsford's BRAVO MINNIE THE MINX (27b) (8/9/15. F)
Good natured. Gently rounded top of head between medium sized ears of good shape and
set. Medium wedge blunt at the muzzle. Fairly good nose break, fairly short straight nose
to tip. Good depth to the level chin. Large lustrous yellow eyes of good shape and set
well apart. Medium sized body of good weight. Neat oval paws on slender and
proportionate legs. Straight tail, trifle short to balance. The pale chocolate coat is short,
fine and close lying with a silky texture to it.

Lilac Burmese Adult:
1st cc & Bob, Portsmouth's BARBIZON LEGACY (27c) (4/9/15. F)
Gently rounded top of head between medium sized ears of good shape and set well apart.
Short blunt wedge. Distinct nose break, short straight nose to the tip. Medium depth to
the level chin. Large lustrous yelolow eyes of good shape and set well apart. Medium
sized body of good weight feeling heavier than the appearance indicates. Neat oval paws

on slender and proportionate legs. Straight tail of good length to balance. Short, fine,
close lying lilac coat, satin like in texture. Very unhappy, almost CNH.
AOC Tortoishell Burmese Adult:
Entered for Bob only
Bob, Greet's CH ROTARA QWEENOFHEARTS (27g) (3/10/11. F)
Excellent temperament. Nice top of head in profile and front view, good ear set and
shape, nice eyes. Medium sized body with proportionate legs and paws. Tail just short to
balance. Lovely blue tortie cat with a delightful coat. Pleasure to judge.
Cream Burmese Neuter:
Entered for Bob only
Bob, Perkins' PR OYIBO HORUS (27f) (12/5/15. MN)
Lovely nature. Medium sized ears of good shape and set. Medium wedge blunt at the
muzzle. Distinct nose break, long straight nose to the tip. Medium depth to a level chin.
Large lustrous chartreuse eyes of good shape and set. Medium sized body of good weight
with neat oval paws on slender and proportionate legs. Straight tail to balance. The cream
coat is short, close lying does have a coarseness along the spine.

